"YOU MEAN THAT CAT'S HIGH?"
Okay, so
Excuse my poor timing
But
I've decided drawing fantasy comics is not where I want to be!
So from now on
This is the Tales of Dhark's Interstellar School for Gifted Children. It now takes place in the 90's and I'd like to begin with a very important message.

About drugs.
HERE, YOU DO THIS ONE, NETTLE. CAF₂ HAS A KSP = 3.8×10⁻⁶ AT 25°C. WHAT IS THE [F⁻] IN A SATURATED SOLUTION OF CAF₂ AT 25°C?

USING THE MEAN VALUE THEOREM, PROVE THAT |cos(2a) - cos(2b)| ≤ 2|a - b| FOR ALL REAL NUMBERS.

NETTLE, AT WHAT LEVEL OF THE OSI MODEL CAN THE BITS OF A PACKET BE CORRECTED?

BOGUS, NETTLE! YOU ALWAYS THIS STUPID?

DUDE CAN' HELP HOW 'E IS.

C'MON, MAN. DON'T BE MEAN.

HEAVY... I HATE IT HERE, IT'S ALL TOO HARD.

I NEED A BREAK! SOMETHING, ANYTHING.

PSSST, KID.

WANNA GET HIGH?
JUST SAY "NO"!!

OR.... S-SHOULD I....?

C'MON, KID... IT'LL MAKE YOU FEEL REAL GOOD, EVEN HELP WITH YOUR SCHOOLWORK. YOU SURE YOU DON'T WANT ANY? FIRST TRY IS FREE.

WH...WHAT IS IT?

IT'S THE GOOD STUFF.

RICH, COLOMBIAN BLEND.... CAFFEINE.
Yo is it just me or is nettle acting super weird lately?

Wooooooo I'm so totally wired!!!

Hmm, yeah, little bit weird.

That cat ain't right.

Fully sick kickflip bro
H-HEY DUDE, I'M REALLY JONESING FOR ANOTHER CUP OF JOE.

I'LL BET YOU ARE.

THIS TIME IT'LL COST YOU.

WHAT...? BUT I'M JUST A STUDENT, I AIN'T GOT MUCH MONEY...

THEN YOU'D BETTER GO GET SOME, HADN'T YOU?

AH DRUG CRIME, THE PERFECT CRIME.

NETTLE!! WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU DOING?!
Nettle, this is an intervention.

We're your friends. We're all here to support-slash-judge you.

It is our hope that yelling at you and destroying your self-worth will somehow help you off drugs.

Are you sure that will help?

Shut up, idiot.

You big idiot.

The moral of the story is something.
IS THIS REALLY WHAT WE'RE GOING FOR THIS FOOLS' WEEK?

YEP.

REALLY THOUGH??

...I'M SURE I COULD THINK OF WORSE.

JUST NOT RIGHT NOW.